Reeltime is animated about agreement with ENOKI FILMS USA, INC
(Seattle----May 15, 2007)– ReelTime.com (PINKSHEETS: RLTR) announced today a
VOD licensing agreement with ENOKI FILMS USA, INC. distributor of quality
Japanese animation worldwide .
Among the titles from ENOKI FILMS USA, INC that will be available on Reeltime.com
are many well known anime shows including “Utena,” “Kara Kano” and “Cosmo
Warrior Zero” as well as a variety of beloved features including “Wind in the Willows”
and “Huck & Tom’s Mississippi Adventure”
“We are excited to offer select titles to the viewing public via REELTIME’S state of the
art video streaming. The quality of the picture truly impressed us and promises to
provide a very satisfying experience. The combination of REELTIME and ENOKI
FILMS is definitely synergy at its best.” Says Yoshi Enoki, President of Enoki Films
USA
Vice President of Reeltime Acquisitions, Beverly Zaslow added-“The addition of Enoki
Films to the Reeltime.com site will form a partnership that will further extend the brand
of both parties. We are looking forward to a long-term relationship with such a fine
company.
About ENOKI FILMS USA, INC.
Established in 1986, they are active in all areas of brand management, the company
handles more than 70 animated series and 10 animated features with successful brands
established throughout the world. As the business grows and changes, ENOKI FILMS
continues to explore all media possibilities and remains committed as an industry leader.
About ReelTime.com:
ReelTime.com's mission is to deliver diverse programming, for rental or by subscription,
over its online broadband network, enabling viewers to watch whatever they choose,
anytime and anywhere they want to see it -- all they need is a broadband connection.
ReelTime offers the first DVD quality "Point, Click, and Watch" user experience
available on the World Wide Web. ReelTime is providing the public the next generation
of online viewing technology, designed with the built in capacity for unlimited growth.
For more information, go to ReelTime.com
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